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Abstract
This chapter reviews the relevant surgical anatomy, clinical indications, and timing for
surgical repair of the inferior alveolar and lingual nerve injuries. It will also present
state-of- the-art reconstructive surgery and examine the factors influencing success as
well as the scientific literature for outcome studies after surgical repair.
Keywords: trigeminal nerve, injury, surgical repair, microneurosurgery, nerve graft

1. Introduction
The trigeminal nerve and its peripheral branches are susceptible to injury from a wide variety
of surgical procedures, trauma, and iatrogenic causes in the practice of dentistry and medi‐
cine. These types of injuries may result in significant morbidity due to their impact on speech,
mastication, and social interactions. Although these sensory disturbances often recover
spontaneously, some may be permanent with varying outcomes ranging from mild hypoes‐
thesia to complete anesthesia. Some patients can also develop troublesome outcomes such as
neuropathic responses, leading to chronic pain syndromes that may become quite debilitating.
The face and perioral region have one of the highest densities of peripheral nerve innervation
in the body, which is why it is challenging for patients to tolerate neurologic disturbances in
this region compared to other areas of the body. Pain, temperature, and proprioception are
transmitted centrally through the lingual, mental, inferior alveolar, infraorbital, and supraor‐
bital nerves. Different types of sensory nerve fibers transmit each sensation with different
susceptibilities to injury and recovery. The goal of trigeminal nerve microsurgery is to create
an environment in which these nerves that do not demonstrate spontaneous recovery are given
the opportunity for regeneration to prevent the development of neuropathies.
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1.1. Relevant surgical anatomy
The third division (mandibular branch) of the trigeminal nerve travels through the foramen
ovale into the infratemporal fossa (Figure 1). The lingual nerve shortly branches off close to
the skull base.

Figure 1. Anatomy of the mandibular division of the trigeminal nerve.

The lingual nerve lies anterior and medial to the inferior alveolar nerve and descends between
the lateral and medial pterygoid muscles. At the lower end of the lateral pterygoid muscle, it
receives fibers from the chorda tympani which carries special sensory fibers providing taste
sensation (from the anterior two thirds of the tongue) and the presynaptic parasympathetic
fibers to the submandibular ganglion, providing secretomotor innervation (to the sublingual
and submandibular salivary glands). The nerve then follows the lateral surface of the medial
pterygoid muscle and travels medial to the mandibular ramus for about 3 cm. In the third
molar region, the lingual nerve may be intimately associated with the third molar and/or the
alveolar bone, protected by periosteum or within the soft tissues of the retromolar region.
While traversing the retromandibular region, the lingual nerve can potentially cross the
internal oblique ridge with only a layer of oral mucosa covering and protecting the nerve. This
is where the lingual nerve is most vulnerable to injury during removal of the third molar teeth.
The inferior alveolar nerve (IAN) winds around the lower border of the lateral pterygoid
muscle and then turns sharply lateral to reach the inner aspect of the mandible and into the
body of the mandible through the mandibular foramen; the foramen is identified by a bony
elevation called the lingula on the medial aspect of the ramus. The IAN passes laterally within
the mandibular canal and exits via the mental foramen. In the sagittal plane, the IAN begins
approximately 10 mm below the sigmoid notch and reaches its lowest point at the second
premolar/molar region. Just before existing the mental foramen, the nerve loops anteriorly and
then superior and posteriorly in the premolar area. The IAN is most susceptible to iatrogenic
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injury at the third molar site and in the premolar area, given the nerve course in the mandibular
canal.
Histologically, trigeminal nerve cell bodies are located within the trigeminal ganglion;
trigeminal nerve ends synapse with sensory receptors in the anatomical area supplied by the
trigeminal nerve to convey stimulation and pass it through the nucleus caudalis, medulla, and
pons onto the cortex.
Generally, nerves are wrapped in a number of fascial structures beginning with the mesoneu‐
rium layer, which surrounds the whole nerve and contains blood vessels called vasa nervorum
that provides the nutritional framework. Deeper than that is the epineurium that provides
coverage for the perineurium layer, which separates fascicles into functional units; each fascicle
is made up of joining axons and Schwann cells that are covered by endoneurium (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Microanatomy of a peripheral nerve.

The lingual nerve starts as oligofascicular proximally and then becomes polyfascicular after it
is joined by the chorda tympani, whereas the IAN tends to be polyfascicular with decreasing
number of fascicles as it travels distally [1].
1.2. Neurosensory testing and work-up
Documentation of sensory nerve injury is critical from legal perspectives and extremely
important in determining the nature and type of injury. The first step is obtaining the patient’s
chief complaint, whether it is a loss of sensation, pain, or other abnormal sensation or functional
impairment [2]. When noting the history, few key elements need to be documented namely,
location and cause of injury, date of injury, development of the symptoms, etc. Return of
sensation within the first 4 weeks indicates a neuropraxia that implies a great prognosis,
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whereas a delay in return of function indicates a more serious injury, such as axonotmesis.
Neurotmesis should be considered if loss of function/sensation continues for more than 3
months. Clinically, it is imperative to observe signs of traumatic injury, erythema, edema, or
change in the state of local tissues (scar formation). Blanching, flushing, or changes in the
overlying tissue temperature or sweating are indicative of hyperexcitability of the sympathetic
nervous system. Tinel’s sign (tingling over the distribution of the nerve) is another sign that
clinicians should try to elicit as it may indicate neuroma development. If the pain follows an
anatomical pattern, an in-continuity neuroma may be suspected and if there is pain without
radiation, neurotmesis and neuroma formation may be suspected. Diagnostic nerve blocks are
valuable tools in differentiating peripheral versus central pain. Radiographs and particularly

Figure 3. Algorithms for neurosensory testing to evaluate peripheral trigeminal nerve injuries and their recovery. (A)
Evaluation of the patient with decreased altered sensation. (B) Evaluation of the patient with unpleasant/painful al‐
tered sensation.
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CT scans may indicate foreign bodies, such as screws, implants, or other alloplastic materials,
which may be causing the problem.
The purpose of neurosensory testing is to determine and outline the sensory deficit, quantify
the magnitude and character of the deficit, and record it for comparison in an objective manner
over time. Usual tests include touch, directional touch, two-point discrimination, temperature
change, and pinprick. Whether injured fibers are myelinated or non-myelinate is important;
usually non-myelinated fibers recover quicker than myelinated nerves. Pain is the first
sensation to return, whereas other sensations recover more slowly. Photographs or diagrams
are helpful in documenting the extent of injury and its recovery [3]. More definitive and
sophisticated tests (somatosensory-evoked potentials) can be used to record the return of
function and monitor recovery after surgery (Figure 3) [4].

2. Indication and timing for surgical repair
Nerve injuries can be broadly classified into open and closed injuries. The patient who is
undergoing repair of facial trauma or ablative oncologic surgery will often have the injured or
intentionally resected nerve directly exposed and visible (open injury) during the procedure
and this is the ideal time for repair of the nerve injury (immediate primary repair) if micro‐
surgical expertise is available [5]. On the other hand, if conditions are unfavorable at that time,
nerve reconstruction may be deferred. Delayed primary repair (within one week) or early
secondary repair (after appearance of visible granulation tissue in the wound) has a favorable
prognosis for sensory recovery approximating immediate primary repair [6, 7].
In recent years, however, the vascularized free flap has become the preferred method for
reconstructing larger defects (>6 cm) of the mandible and all large soft-tissue defects unable
to be restored by local rotational flaps [8]. Because free flaps often contain sensory nerves
suitable as grafts to reconstruct important branches of the trigeminal nerve resected along with
a tumor, they provide an excellent opportunity to restore important sensation to the tongue,
lip, or face during the same operation. For instance, a microvascularized osseomyocutaneous
scapulolatissimus dorsi free flap containing the long thoracic nerve has been used to success‐
fully reconstruct mandibular defects and restore the sensation of the IAN after resection of
oral carcinomas [9]. A radial free forearm flap containing either the medial antebrachial nerve
or the lateral forearm cutaneous nerve provides a well-matched donor nerve to reconstruct
the IAN or the lingual nerve after ablative cancer surgery [10–12]. Many cancer reconstructive
teams now include a microsurgeon, who can enhance the opportunity for restoration of
optimum osseous continuity, soft-tissue coverage, and nerve function.
A nerve injury may be unsuspected or unobserved (closed nerve injury), particularly during
elective dentoalveolar surgery or when patients sustain facial trauma that do not require open
reduction [13]. Excising a benign tumor or cyst near the inferior alveolar or lingual nerve can
cause injury that is not visualized at that time. Surgery for benign submandibular or sublingual
salivary gland disease may likewise pose a risk on the lingual nerve and may not be observed
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by the surgeon [14, 15]. Sensory dysfunction in the distribution of the injured branch of the
trigeminal nerve postoperatively should prompt the surgeon to investigate the situation.
Although guidelines have been proposed for indications and timing of surgical repair of
trigeminal injuries [16], the exact optimal time for surgical intervention in the treatment of
closed trigeminal nerve injuries remains uncertain, as shown by a recent literature review [17].
Seddon [18, 19], based on his extensive experience with treatment of missile injuries to the
extremities during and after World War II, proposed a classification of closed peripheral nerve
injuries. This classification, which emphasizes clinical factors, is helpful to the clinician in
making timely decisions regarding treatment. Another classification devised by Sunderland
emphasizes nerve pathophysiology. These two classifications are summarized in Table 1 [20].
Seddon

Neurapraxia

Axonotmesis

Neurotmesis

Sunderland

I

II, III, IV

V

Nerve sheath

Intact

Intact

Interrupted

Axons

Intact

Some interruption

All interrupted

Wallerian degeneration

None

Some distal axons

All distal axons

Conduction failure

Transitory

Prolonged

Permanent

Potential for spontaneous recovery

Complete

Partial

Little or none

Time to spontaneous

Within 4

Begins at 5–12 weeks,

None, if not begun by

recovery

weeks

may take months

12 weeks

Table 1. Comparison of Seddon’s and Sunderland’s classifications of peripheral nerve injuries as applied to the
trigeminal nerve (Adapted with permission from Bagheri and Meyer: Oral Maxillofac Surg Clin N Am; 2013. [58]).

Because of the progressive effects of Wallerian degeneration on nerve tissue distal to the site
of nerve injury, time is of essence when attempting to achieve successful restoration of
satisfactory sensory function [21–23]. Seddon [19], from his clinical experience, believed that
the surgeon must be aggressive in the surgical treatment of closed peripheral nerve injuries,
stating “If a purely expectant policy is pursued, the most favorable time for operative inter‐
vention will always be missed.” Ideally, one should aim his repair while nerve regeneration
is most active: According to Holmes and Young [24], Schwann cells’ proliferative power peaks
2–3 weeks post injury and regress in about 3 months after injury.
As most of the injuries to the branches of the trigeminal nerve in relation to routine oral surgery
procedures are of closed nature that would not be readily apparent to the clinician: that being
said, patients may benefit from a period of observation prior to any surgical intervention.
Generally, 3 months is the optimal time to wait between injury and attempted repair [25–28].
Indications for trigeminal nerve microsurgery include:
1.

Observed nerve transection.

2.

No improvement in sensation for more than 3 months.
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3.

Development of pain due to nerve entrapment or neuroma formation.

4.

Presence of foreign body.

5.

Progressively worsening hypoesthesia or dysesthesia (An unpleasant abnormal sensa‐
tion, whether spontaneous or evoked).

6.

Hypoesthesia that is intolerable to the patient.

Contraindications for trigeminal microsurgery may include
1.

Development of central neuropathic pain.

2.

Clinical evidence of improving sensory function.

3.

Level of hypoesthesia that is acceptable to the patient.

4.

Severely medically compromised patient unable to tolerate general anesthesia for
microsurgery.

5.

Excessive time elapsed since the initial injury.

3. Principles of surgical repair
Surgical treatment of peripheral nerve injuries has benefited from increased knowledge of
neuropathophysiology and technical advances in equipment and surgical nuances over the
past 30 years. The principles of treatment of peripheral nerve injuries elsewhere in the body
apply equally to the trigeminal nerve and its peripheral branches [6, 7, 29, 30].

Figure 4. Basic set for microsurgery.

Microneurosurgical operations are performed with the patient under general with nasal
endotracheal anesthesia in a sterile operating environment. The patient must remain perfectly
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motionless while delicate maneuvers are performed on structures often less than 2 mm in
diameter. This could be achieved with the use of muscle relaxant. Because most procedures
are lengthy, the patient’s bladder is catheterized and alternating compression pads are placed
on the lower extremities when indicated. The surgical team usually consists of the surgeon, an
assistant surgeon (preferably also trained in microsurgery), and a scrub nurse/surgical
technician familiar with the instruments, objectives, and work habits of the surgeon. Special‐
ized instruments including tissue forceps, scissors, small round burr mounted on high-torque
high-speed handpiece and bone curettes, needle holders, and nerve hooks are sterilized and
packaged in sets for each operation (Figures 4 and 5).

Figure 5. Rhotong curettes used to expose and dissect nerves from their bony canals.

Figure 6. Pentero microscope from Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Goeschwitzer Strasse, 07745 Jena, Germany.

Small, nonreactive material (7-0 to 9-0 monofilament) is used for suturing nerves. In repair of
the peripheral branches of the trigeminal nerve, sutures are generally placed only within the
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epineurium [31]. Wolford and Stevao [32] noted that the trigeminal nerve branches are
polyfascicular in nature (non-grouped multiple fascicles of different sizes); hence, epineural
repair offers better outcomes since perineural repair will likely yield more trauma due to the
fact that dissecting each individual fascicle and suturing them together will lead to nerve
atrophy and scarring. The operating microscope with hand controls and multiple ports for
surgeon, assistant, and/or camera is essential for adequate magnification and visualization of
delicate nerve structure (Figure 6).
O’Brien and Morrison [33] found no convincing evidence that a perineural repair is signifi‐
cantly better than an epineural repair if magnification is used, as magnification will allow more
accurate alignment of the fascicles with the repair. The operating room table should be turned
90° relative to the anesthesiologist to allow for placement of the surgical microscope.
The surgeon and assistant are often seated and supportive rests for the wrists and forearms
help to minimize hand tremors during surgical manipulations. Good hemostasis is required
to aid in visualization and to minimize later formation of scar tissue in the operative site
surrounding the repaired nerve. Hemostasis is achieved by control of the patient’s blood
pressure by the anesthesiology team, elevation of the operative site (patient head), placement
of bone wax to staunch oozing from medullary bone, injection of epinephrine-containing local
anesthetic solution, and the judicious use of bipolar cautery for electrocoagulation of small
vessels within or adjacent to the nerve. Residual clotted blood in proximity to a nerve repair
may increase the amount of connective tissue proliferation, leading to further scarring and
compression-induced ischemia potentiating demyelination, hence the importance of main‐
taining a hemostatic surgical field. Miyamoto showed decreased axonal growth when repair
tension exceeds 23 g [34]. Hausaman [35] emphasized that a tension-free co-adaptation is vital
for functional return and recommended nerve grafting where nerve stumps cannot be repaired
in a passive, tension-free fashion.

Figure 7. Lateral mandibular corticotomy to expose inferior alveolar nerve.

Generally, the mental and lingual nerves are exposed transorally, and the IAN may be
approached either transorally or through a submandibular skin incision. The decision
regarding which incision to use is largely determined by the degree of access and visualization
afforded by a particular approach and, in some instances, by the surgeon’s personal preference
and experience. Exposure of the IAN can be accomplished after decorticating the lateral cortex
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with skeletonization of the mental nerve branches. Regardless of which technique is used to
access the mandibular bone, subsequent access to the nerve is achieved through lateral
decortication (Figure 7).
The lingual nerve is approached transorally through either a paralingual or lingual gingival
sulcus incision. The paralingual mucosal incision is made along the floor of the mouth parallel
to the lingual plate, with dissection completed using blunt and sharp dissection to expose the
nerve. Advantages of this approach include a smaller incision with direct visualization;
however, transected nerve ends may retract from the field on exposure. The lingual gingival
sulcus incision requires a lateral release along the external oblique ridge for complete flap
mobilization and is extended along the lingual sulcus of the teeth to approximately the canine
region. Once the flap is elevated in a subperiosteal plane and retracted, the nerve may be
visualized from below through the overlying periosteum and bluntly dissected from the flap.
This technique requires a larger incision than the paralingual incision; however, the proximal
and distal nerve ends will not retract during surgical dissection (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Lingual nerve repair with allograft Avance (AxoGen Inc, Alachua, FL, USA).

External neurolysis is the surgical procedure used to release the nerve from its tissue bed and
remove any restrictions that can lead to conduction blockade or prevent recovery. Injury to
soft tissues surrounding a nerve such as the lingual nerve can induce scar tissue and create a
compressive neuropathic injury. The dissection of scar tissue from an intact nerve may
potentiate the recovery of sensation. External neurolysis is usually performed under some
magnification to grossly assess the nerve and to isolate any pathologic tissues. For patients
with moderate sensory disturbances, external neurolysis may be the only surgical procedure
indicated. Once the external neurolysis is completed, the nerve can be examined under
magnification and clinical findings will dictate the need for any additional procedures such as
removal of foreign bodies including endodontic filling material, tooth fragments, or dental
implants.
Internal neurolysis may be indicated when there is evidence of nerve fibrosis or visible regions
of nerve compression. The nerve may appear narrow or enlarged depending on the mechanism
and type of injury. This procedure requires opening of the epineurium to examine the internal
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structure of the nerve. Because the trigeminal nerve has a scarce amount of epineurium, any
manipulation could potentially lead to further scar formation, hence the need for a delicate
surgical technique. A longitudinal incision is made through the epineurium using a beaver
blade to expose the internal structures in a procedure referred to as an epifascicular epineur‐
otomy. With release of the epineural fibrosis, the nerve may expand, indicating a successful
internal neurolysis procedure. If this is ineffective, a circumferential portion of the epineurium
may be removed in a procedure called epifascicular epineurectomy. If no expansion and
fibrosis is observed, the affected nonviable segment can be excised and the nerve prepared for
primary neurorrhaphy. The epineurectomy procedure is rarely indicated because of the
potential for further nerve injury through the surgical manipulation itself.

Figure 9. Exophytic neuroma of the lingual nerve.

Excision of neuromas is performed to prepare the nerve for co-adaptation by removing
nonviable tissues in order to re-establish continuity. This procedure may be performed in cases
of complete transection injuries or partial injuries in which there is an exophytic type of
neuroma (Figure 9).

Figure 10. Axoguard Nerve Protector (AxoGen Inc, Alachua, FL, USA).
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After excision of the neuroma-like tissue, the resulting stumps are examined under magnifi‐
cation to ascertain whether normal tissue is present as determined by the presence of herniated
intrafascicular tissues. The goal is to allow the suturing of the two nerve ends together without
tension in a process called primary neurorrhaphy. The two nerve stumps are approximated
using 7-0 to 9-0 nonreactive epineural sutures. Three to four sutures are optimally placed to
allow for nerve healing. It is the preference of the authors to wrap the nerve on completion
with a resorbable membrane such as Axoguard Nerve Protector (AxoGen Inc, Alachua, FL,
USA) to protect the surgical site and potentially minimize additional scarring in the region
(Figure 10).
These materials may also provide a “seal” which ensures that growth factors released during
nerve regeneration remain locally within the conduits themselves.

4. Factors affecting nerve repair success:
There are a lot of factors that determine the outcome of nerve repair. According to Wolford
and Stevao [32], the factors affecting the success of the procedure are as follows:
1.

Time between injury and repair.

2.

Nature and extent of injury.

3.

Vascularity.

4.

Axons’ orientation between the nerve and graft.

5.

Distance between the injured nerve stumps.

6.

Quality of the repair.

7.

Tension of the repair.

8.

Type and preparation of the graft.

9.

Age and health of the patient.

Microneurosurgical repair outcome is greatly affected by number of elements, some of them
pertain to the nerves themselves and others external to it. Type and degree of injury, blood
supply to the surgical bed, and infections in addition to scarring are examples of external
factors that affect the recovery of repaired nerves. Perhaps age and overall health of the patient
are considered the most significant external factors, as better outcomes have been reported in
younger healthier patients [36].
On the other hand, quality, technique, tension, and timing of the repair are the principle local
factors that impact the repair outcome. Moreover, Wallerian degeneration is a unique phe‐
nomenon that will influence both the proximal and distal stumps of the injured nerve and may
extend up to the first node of Ranvier [37]. Location of the injury along the nerve will affect
the distance the axons have to travel, as the more proximally the injury is located, the more
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regeneration is expected, however, the less access the surgeon will have. Finally, the type of
nerve does have an impact on repair recovery as pure nerves (either motor or sensory), tend
to recover more rapidly when compared to mix type (the trigeminal nerve is a mixed nerve).

5. Nerve grafting considerations
The gold standard for reconstructing a peripheral nerve gap when it is not possible to perform
a tension-free primary neurorrhaphy has long been the autogenous nerve graft [38]. A nerve
graft interposed between the proximal and distal nerve stumps eliminates tension across the
repair and distal nerve regeneration approximates that occurring across a tension-free primary
neurorrhaphy [39]. In the head and neck region, the great auricular nerve in the upper lateral
neck has been the most frequently harvested donor for nerve gaps of less than 3 cm while the
sural nerve in the lower extremity is more suitable for longer nerve gaps [40]. Each nerve
harvest has its own morbidity, as patients will end up with a sensory deficit over the lateral
aspect of the foot if the sural nerve is used, and to the ear plus lateral skull if the greater
auricular nerve is harvested. The patient requires an informed discussion about the potential
sensory loss as result of the harvest procedure, so they can determine which graft donor site
they wish to choose. Miloro and Stoner [41] subjectively assessed outcomes following sural
nerve harvest and found that most patients tolerated sural nerve harvest without significant
donor site morbidity.
The donor nerve and the damaged nerve need to approximate one another in diameter,
fascicular size, and numbers to ensure successful outcome. The average diameter of the inferior
alveolar nerve is 2.4 mm and the lingual nerve is 3.2 mm [42, 43]. The greater auricular nerve
is 1.5 mm in diameter and the sural nerve is 2.0 mm in diameter. There is also considerable
difference between the size and number of fascicles of those nerves. Svane et al. [42] found that
the inferior alveolar nerve has up to 18 fascicles at the third molar area, which decreases to
about 12 fascicles at the mental foramen. The lingual nerve has been shown to have similar
number of fascicles at the third molar site but wean down to about nine fascicles as it enters
the tongue. As for the greater auricular and sural nerves, they have 9 and 12 fascicles, respec‐
tively [43], all of them are considered polyfascicluar in nature; when we look at the crosssection, it is noted that the sural nerve is more flattened whereas the rest of them are more
round in shape and 2–4 cm of length can be harvested when considering the greater auricular
nerve as the donor site; on the other hand, the sural nerve may give up to 20–30 cm of nerve
graft [44, 45].
When the lost soft tissue or bone included in a tumor resection or an avulsive injury is planned
to be reconstructed with a vascularized free flap, nerves contained in such flaps, including the
long thoracic nerve (in scapulolatissimus dorsi flap) [9] or the medial antebrachial or lateral
cutaneous nerve of the forearm (in a forearm flap) [12], provide easily accessible tissue for
simultaneous trigeminal nerve reconstruction during the same operation. If the diameter of
the donor nerve is less than that of the recipient, two or more cable grafts can be placed side
by side to match the recipient nerve diameter and maximize neurotization of the distal nerve
stump.
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Reconstruction of the nerve gap with a processed allograft shows promise in laboratory
research [46]. A product consisting of a human decellularized allograft, which has been made
to be non-immunogenic and inert in the recipient’s body but which provides a biological
substrate for nerve regeneration (Avance; AxoGen Inc, Alachua, FL, USA) is available (Figure
11).

Figure 11. Allogenic nerve graft material Avance (AxoGen Inc, Alachua, FL, USA).

Successful inferior alveolar nerve reconstruction with a decellularized nerve allograft has been
reported [47], and early results with repair of small gaps (<3 cm) are favorable in the authors’
practice. This product is currently used to repair longer nerve gaps in the extremities. Although
at present, this experience has not been reported for the reconstruction of large trigeminal
nerve gaps, and the ultimate maximal length of a nerve gap that can be restored with the
processed allograft has yet to be determined, it will undoubtedly play a greater role in nerve
reconstruction in the maxillofacial region in the future.
Guided nerve regeneration with an autogenous vein graft conduit has been used to reconstruct
short gaps in small digital nerves in the hand [48]. This technique is successful only in short
nerve gaps (<3 cm) when used in peripheral trigeminal nerve repairs [49, 50]. An alloplastic
nerve conduit (polyglycolic acid or polytetrafluoroethylene) has been used with limited
success in trigeminal nerve injuries, but only in minimal nerve gaps [51, 52]. Such distances
are commonly exceeded when reconstructing traumatic avulsive or oncologic surgical defects
with nerve gaps of the trigeminal nerve; therefore, guided nerve regeneration has limited
applicability.

6. Outcomes of surgical repair of trigeminal nerve injuries
Analyzing, interpreting, and comparing the results of microsurgical repair of trigeminal nerve
injuries from multiple studies have frequently been a difficult task, because of lack of stand‐
ardized methods for evaluating neurosensory function and a uniform grading system for
surgical outcomes. In the past few years, studies conducted by experienced clinicians have
established that microsurgical repair of trigeminal nerve injuries can result in improved
sensory function for a large majority of selected patients. Pogrel reviewed his results, based
on neurosensory testing, from microsurgical repair of 51 Trigeminal Nerve injuries (inferior
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alveolar nerve = 17, lingual nerve = 34), and reported that 28 (54.9%) gained “some” or “good”
improvement in sensory function. Nerve repair at more than 10 weeks after injury was less
likely to be successful. No differences were observed in the results based on gender, with
slightly better success in the inferior alveolar nerve group than in the lingual nerve group [53).
A long-term follow-up of repair of 20 lingual nerve injuries by Rutner et al. [54] using stand‐
ardized neurosensory testing and patients’ subjective evaluations of their degree of recovery
of sensory function found that 15 patients (85%) gained improvement in all neurosensory
testing parameters, whereas 18 patients (90%) judged the repair to have achieved “some
improvement”. Strauss et al. [55] reported microsurgical repair of 28 inferior alveolar nerve
injuries evaluated by neurosensory testing produced “slight” (N = 12, 42.9%) or “significant”
(N = 14, 50%) improvement, whereas only 2 repairs resulted in “no improvement” (7.1%).
Grade Description
S0

No sensation

S1

Deep cutaneous pain in autonomous zone

S2

Some superficial pain and touch sensation

S2+

Pain and touch sensation with hyperesthesia

S3

Pain and touch sensation without hyperesthesia; static 2 point discrimination >15mm

S3+

Same as S3 with good stimulus, localization and static 2 point discrimination 7–15mm

S4

Normal sensation

Table 2. Medical Research Council Scale for grading sensory function of peripheral nerves as applied to the trigeminal
nerve; Grades S3, S3+, and S4 are considered functional sensory recovery (Adapted with permission from Birch et al.
Surgical disorders of the peripheral nerves. Philadelphia: Churchill Livingstone; 1998. p. 405–14.).

Subsequent studies have used neurosensory testing for preoperative and postoperative
assessment of sensory function and have graded the outcome of surgical intervention for
trigeminal nerve according to the Medical Research Council Scale (MRCS) for grading sensory
nerve function (Table 2).
In a review of 60 surgically repaired trigeminal nerve injuries (inferior alveolar nerve = 4,
lingual nerve = 56), 45 (75%) were found to have achieved functional sensory recovery (MRCS
score of 3.0 or greater) in 1 year postoperatively [25]. The time from nerve injury to surgery
did not statistically correlate with outcome, although all patients were operated on at less than
one year after injury. Bagheri et al. [13, 56, 57] have reported their experience with microsur‐
gical repair of a variety of trigeminal nerve injuries and causes. Among the total of 429 nerve
repairs (inferior alveolar nerve = 186; lingual nerve = 222; mental nerve = 12; inferior orbital
nerve = 7; labial branch nerve = 2), the success rate (achieving functional sensory recovery,
MRSC grade of >3) varied from 81.7% for the inferior alveolar nerve to 90.5% for the lingual
nerve [22, 23]. The success rate for inferior alveolar nerve repair increased to 87.3% when the
nerve was reconstructed with an autogenous nerve graft in comparison with all other types of
repair. In the most successful group of nerve repairs, the lingual nerve was repaired in the
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overwhelming majority of cases by primary neurorrhaphy rather than an autogenous nerve
graft [22]. This result probably reflects the much greater ease of creating sufficient mobilization
of the lingual nerve to bring the proximal and distal nerve limbs together to close a nerve gap
without tension than is the case with the IAN. Many of the patients were operated on more
than one year following injury, allowing for an analysis of the effect of time on the outcome
of nerve repair. At more than 9 months following lingual nerve repair or 12 months after IAN
repair, there was a statistically significant decrease in successful outcome. Patient age was also
a significant factor in outcome, with significant drop-off in success rate for inferior alveolar
nerve repair after 51 years of age and a similar decline in favorable outcome for lingual nerve
repair after age 45 years [58].

7. Summary
Patients who sustain large traumatic avulsive injuries or defects from ablative tumor surgery
in the oral and maxillofacial region often have lost sensory function caused by injury or
avulsion of one or more peripheral branches of the trigeminal nerve. Such injuries result in
altered and/or painful sensation in the tissues previously supplied by these important sensory
nerves. Normal orofacial functions, such as eating, drinking, oral hygiene, swallowing, and
speaking, are dependent on adequate sensory input. Loss of this input creates significant
orofacial dysfunction and jeopardizes the quality of life of afflicted patients. Nerve repair and
reconstruction techniques have been revolutionized over time with the introduction of better
instrumentation and improved knowledge of neurobiology. The successes of these techniques
depend upon accurate assessment of the injury nature as well as early and meticulous repair
so that the patient has the best chance for functional recovery. Whenever possible, repair or
reconstruction of injured branches of the trigeminal nerve should be planned and performed
in conjunction with reconstruction of other lost osseous or soft tissues in the oral and maxil‐
lofacial region. After surgery, an important aspect of global rehabilitation of such patients is a
well-planned program of daily sensory re-education exercises to assist in achieving maximum
potential sensory recovery and associated orofacial function and thus, an improved quality of
life.
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